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DZone’s Exclusive MVB Program
Join the world’s best technology writers and reach millions of new readers at DZone.com.
Our Most Valuable Blogger program is designed to give writers a platform for reaching a
global audience of software professionals. If you’re a tech expert who shares knowledge
and insights, you’re a candidate for MVB status.

Why Become an MVB?

What Are the Requirements?

• Reach an engaged audience of developers

• Submit original content to DZone at least

and software professionals.

once a month.

• Connect with other talented developers,

• Be a positive force in and around the DZone

software professionals, and tech writers.

community. Trolls will be shown the door.

• Get first access to paid opportunities to

• Don’t plagiarize. Seriously. If you’ve found it

have your work included in official DZone

on the Internet, we will too.

publications like Guides and Refcards.

• Be fluent in English. We don’t have the

bandwidth to moderate in other languages
yet, unfortunately.
• Know your stuff! MVBs are our community

thought leaders. You don’t have to be a 10x
dev, but you do need to “get” writing for a
developer audience.
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DZone’s Exclusive MVB Program
Frequently Asked Questions
What are the benefits of joining the MVB program?

Didn’t this used to be a syndication program?

MVBs gain recognition for being leaders in their

You’re right! New MVBs used to be automatically

fields, and benefit from increased promotion by

signed up for curated blog syndication, but we don’t

DZone through social media and email marketing.

do that anymore. We’re trying to encourage more

Our editorial team also reaches out to MVBs with

original content on DZone because we believe that

paid opportunities to author Refcards, Guide

original content builds a stronger, more engaged

articles, and other content.

community. You can still email us and ask that we
consider your blog for syndication, but we’re a lot
more selective about that than we used to be.

What can I write about?
Anything software-related or tech-related is
fair game, although you’ll need to write from a

Who contributes to DZone?

developer perspective. Like all contributors, you will

Anyone with something to share about software

also need to adhere to our submission guidelines —

and tech can be a contributor to DZone! Many

for example, we don’t accept promotional content.

of our contributors are actively involved in the
creation of software and have been for a number of

We recommend writing what you know! For

years. Others are architects, dev team leads, and

example, if you’re a web developer, you could write

executives. Still others are tech industry generalists.

about your preference for Angular, React, or Vue.
Types of content that tend to do well on DZone

How much does it cost to be published on DZone?

include tutorials, cheat sheets and resources, career

Nothing! DZone is completely free for all members

and lifestyle musings, and comparisons between

and contributors, including MVBs.

different languages or types of tech. We also suggest
writing follow-ups or reactions to articles you’ve
read on DZone.

More Questions?
Email us at editors@devada.com.
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